
 

 

Linacre College Common Room General Meeting                   

    Meeting Date: Wednesday Week 8 MT, 2016 

Document: Meeting Agenda 

 

 

1. Welcoming Remarks and Opening of the Meeting  

 

2. Approval of the minutes of the last CR meeting:  

 

3. Updates from CR exec- Election results: Conor:  Two positions that need to be re-

examined: Ball president and the women’s officer.  

Welfare: Ryan, Charities: Emma, Ball Sec: Abigail, OUSU: Arianna, Environment: Monica, 

Linacre Lines: Nyree, Sports: Jaeyoung, Publicity: Frances  

 

4. Ball pres: a mistake was made on the number of requirements required and we’ll have 

to reopen the nominations cause it was a dead heat result.  

 

5. Women's officer: breach of procedure in the voting process. Only people who identify as 

women are supposed to vote but some men voted as well. We have to change the 

procedure and I will send a spreadsheet now where those who identify as women will 

mention so and a separate voter code will be sent. Will hopefully have a women’s 

officer by next week.  

 

6. Social secretaries will be announced tomorrow.  

 

7. Motions : 1. Photography society: Salam: last financial year we budgeted some money 

for the photo soc but there was some miscommunication, we spent only 60 pounds last 

year and we want to buy a lens plus a mic for the camera. Both will cost around 570 

pounds and it was already budgeted for last year but it was too late for it to happen. 

Dragana: from this year’s budget we can’t give the photo soc money so it’ll come out of 

the surplus. Karan: is there anything for analogue photographers? Salam: not yet, we 

only have provisions for digital equipment. Philly: why didn’t this come out of the actual 

budget? Salam: because it was budgeted for last year so it’ll be taken out from the 

surplus because it wasn’t spent last year. 45 voted in favour, 1 against, 2 abstained 

PASSED. 2. Drones- Early in the summer we thought it would be better to add more 



money to get the drones. The main thing is that if you get this you get the camera and 

you can control it through your phone. Joseph: you spoke about getting a gopro so why 

invest in a drone? Salam: a gopro is not a good choice and the price is almost the same 

so the drone is a better option. Philly: what would it be used for? Salam: for common 

room use and for sporting events like rowing and football. Can be used for field trips and 

holidays if booked as well. Roger: have you explored the drone society at oxford? Is it 

financially worthwhile to invest in this? Salam: there is a hefty down payment involved 

and it does financially balance out. Roger: it seems to me that there are laws related to 

how and where drones can be used. There is a school field nearby and the university 

premises do not permit them. You’re not allowed to fly them near a school field and the 

colleges. Swati: are you still going buy a gopro on top of it. Salam: yes, it’ll come out of 

the surplus. Heather: is there an insurance if it gets spoilt? Salam: yes, every equipment 

has an insurance. Philly: where will get stored? Salam: with Amy the photosoc president. 

Kon: propose an amendment and we can postpone it till the next meeting since Roger 

says that we can’t use it near colleges and schools. Karan seconds the motion. Kon now 

retracts the amendment. Kon: So we should not put this to a vote. Salam: let's just vote 

on the motion as is. Qifeng: lets just follow the procedure. Salam: I have no amendment. 

Joseph: I really doubt if the drone would be used for rowing as much either. Qifeng: 

vote for the amendment first. 12 vote in favour for 25against  16 abstained. Motion for 

the drone: 1 for 34 against 13 abstained Motion NOT passed. 

8. Salam: the x-box, we had one and then it got stolen because it wasn’t locked properly. 

Drag: why wasn’t the first one locked? Salam: the last person in charge forgot. Tom: 

price? Salam: around 630 pounds. Karan: is there a reason why we’re going for an xbox 

instead of a play station? Salam: there is quite a significant overlap but there is no 

particular reason, it is a general discretion. Joseph: I want to promote an amendment to 

remove the connect . 2 in favour, 18 against, 19 abstained. Main motion:  32 for, 6 

against 6 abstain. Motion PASSED     

 

9. Any other business : Salam: the coffee machine is under maintenance but we have a 

temporary small device. Ryan: the welfare box with condoms and lubes is in the CR and 

if it needs to be replenished please ask me.  

 

10. Closure of meeting  

 

 

Amendments: 


